
 

WideTEK 36CL        Smart Pricing on Powerful Bundles 
Image Access has created three bundles for the new WideTEK 36CL scanner which offer maximum value at a very attractive price. All bundles come with two 
years limited warranty plus one year of our Full Coverage Warranty, the most complete warranty in the industry. Each bundle is targeted for a special application 
but can also be upgraded to another bundle with the purchase of a few options. All bundles include software and a built in PC, no external equipment needed. 

Get big savings on these bundles compared to the prices of the individual parts. 

For your conversion projects 
WideTEK 36CL-600-BDL1 

A walk up scanning solution 
WideTEK 36CL-600-BDL2 

A multifunction copier/printer 
WideTEK 36CL-600-MFP 

The WT36CL-600-BDL1 bundle was designed for 
conversion projects which require extensive 
scanning, automatic file naming, indexing and 
batch scanning capabilities. It includes an 
ergonomic floorstand and an adjustable paper 
catch. This configuration is intended to be used 
with external software like our Batch Scan Wizard 
which is included in the bundle. 

The WT36CL-600-BDL2 bundle is the perfect walk 
up scanning solution for self-service applications 
in just about any location. In addition to the 
features of the BDL1 bundle, it comes with a full 
HD 22” touchscreen attached to the floor stand 
via a user adjustable monitor arm. Operation and 
full display of the scans make this configuration 
the preferred choice for walk up applications.  

If copying directly to wide format printers is your 
main application but you still want to be able to 
use the scanner for walk up and larger scanning 
jobs, the WT36CL-600-MFP bundle is the right 
choice. Since the printer connection is via Gigabit 
network, printers can be kept separate and the 
user can enjoy the ergonomics of a free standing 
scanner, even in a different room.  

 Built in Linux quad core PC with 8GB memory and 128GB 

SSD, no extra hardware required to operate scanner. 

 1GB standard TCP/IP network interface. 

 Antistatic, easy to clean stainless steel paper path. 

 Choose between EasyScan or the professional 

ScanWizard and operate from the 7” touchscreen. 

 Batch Scan Wizard for high volume projects. 

 22” full HD touchscreen for convenient operation. 

 One click processing, copy, save and more with only one 

customizable button. Other functions are also customizable. 

 User defined scanning templates for various jobs & tasks. 

 Job mode for scanning multiple sets of drawings. 

 ScanWizard runs on external touchscreen. 

 Batch Scan Wizard for high volume projects. 

 PrintWizard ,the Image Control Center for scanning, 

printing and folding with all machines fully integrated. 

 Support for Canon iPF, iPF Pro Series, ColorWave and 

PlotWave, HP DesignJet and PageWide. More to come. 

 Communication with printers through standard TCP/IP 

network in parallel to CAD or other workstations. 

 No need to operate scanner and printer in same room. 


